
‘Hum’ is our credo for the G20 India Summit 2023. 

Hum in Hindi means togetherness. Hum stands for
humanity. Symbolic of interdependence, in global
languages it connotes a universal chant, resonating in
unison. 

As the Young Entrepreneurs Alliance, we want to
celebrate this power of oneness, so that together, we
can usher in positive transformation, peaceful co-
existence and harmony. Beyond individuality is all of
humanity. 

The new dynamic is ‘hum’- together we are one!
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SUMMIT OUTCOMES
IMMERSION

530 delegates immersed
themselves in a 3 life-
changing days of learning
from 40+ hours of sessions
from the best of speakers
and changemakers.

NETWORKING

Delegates networked
with political leaders,
entrepreneurs, and social
change makers via a well
designed networking
session from 24 nations.

INDUSTRY VISIT

Namaste India program
was designed to help
international delegates
visit Indian cities and
engage with regional
business tycoons and
political leaders for
business.

ART & CULTURE

A 3-day packed event was
curated with exclusive
Indian delicacies, regional
dance performances, local
attractions, cultural
heritage site visits and
engagement with artists on
stage.

SUMMIT TRACKS

$25M
OF BUSINESS 

EXCHANGE

500+
ONE-TO-ONE

NETWORKING

500+
ENTREPRENEURS & 

POLICY MAKERS

28
COUNTRIES 

PARTICIPATED

40+
HOURS OF LEARNING

SESSIONS

12
WORLD CLASS
INNOVATIONS

07
INTERNATIONAL

BILATERALS

01
COMMUNIQUÉ 

SIGNING
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Haldiram - 30 Delegates Lenskart - 40 Delegates

Krishna Maruti - 55 DelegatesKiran Nadar Arts of Museum - 57 Delegates
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INDUSTRIAL
CII-Yi organized a guided Industry visits for interested delegates on 13th July 2023. The delegates were given options
to choose from in the category of spiritual, manufacturing and art. A total of 214 international delegation showed
interest to visit Lenskart, Haldiram, Krishna Maruti and Kiran Nadar Arts of museum. 

The visits were planned across cities in New Delhi which entailed Plant visits, Interactive session with the Management,
Case studies & success stories of the organization.

VISITS
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The G20 Young Entrepreneurs’ Alliance Summit 2023 was a grand success with a participation of 530 delegates from
24 countries  which is the largest gathering of business in a YEA event in history. The 3-day curated event comprises of
the highly successful Innovation Fest,  an event brimming with cutting-edge ideas and breakthrough technologies.

The heart of the summit was the thrilling Startup Duel Competition ,  where aspiring entrepreneurs showcased their
innovative ventures, vying for top honors, cash prize and collaboration opportunities. 

Additionally, for the first time, the G20 YEA Summit, India launched an enriching Internship Program - BrightSparks
1.0  for 34 of the most talented young minds to get invaluable industry exposure and hands-on experience. Amidst the
dynamic atmosphere, attendees were treated to engaging Networking Sessions, facilitating meaningful connections
and fostering collaboration among business leaders, policy makers and social change makers from diverse
backgrounds.

The highlight of the festival was curated Networking  (with market, product & Industry focus) and the awe-inspiring
Speaker Sessions ,  featuring industry luminaries and visionaries who shared their insights and expertise, inspiring the
next generation of trailblazers. The report stands as a testament to the resounding success and remarkable impact of
this extraordinary gathering.
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Smt Smriti Zubin Irani, Hon’ble Minister of Women & Child Development and Minority Affairs, Government of India in
conversation with, Ms Palki Sharma Upadhyay, Managing Editor, Network18

Shri Gauranga Das, Spiritual Leader in conversation with Mr Vishal Agarwalla
Sherpa-G20 YEA &  National Vice Chairman Young Indians

Mr Kumara Guru, Past National
Chair, CII-Yi

Ms Ghazal Alagh & Mr Varun Alagh, Co-Founders, Honasa Consumer Ltd
(Mamaearth) in conversation with Ms Shereen Bhan, Managing Editor,

CNBC-TV18

Special Address by Dr Sanjeev Chopra,
Former Director, Lal Bahadur Shastri
National Academy of Administration
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Mr Rahul Mirchandani, Past National Chairman-Yi & Chairman and Managing Director Aries Agro Limited, Mr Sanjay
Dasari, Co-Founder , WayCool Foods, Mr Felix Bonduelle, CEO, Javelot, Mr Shashank Kumar, Co- Founder & CEO,

DeHaat in conversation with Mr Ravichandran Purushothaman, President,Danfoss Industries

Masterclass by Dr Dishan Kamdar, Vice Chancellor, Flame UniversityMr Paritosh Pathak, Founder,
Paritosh Pathak International

Session: Inclusive Entrepreneurship: Humming together in our
diversity

Address by Mr Khalid Kamil Alzaini,
Founder, TDICS
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Ms Maram Alijshi, Director - E-Commerce, Monshaat, Mr Tianqi Han, President, G20 YEA China, Ms Myriam Fournier,
Founder, Sungy, Ms Stephanie Loureiro, Chief Strategy Officer, Speer Technologies in conversation with Mr Shreyans

Kasliwal, Chair - Rural Initiatives, Young Indians

Prof Satya Chakravarty, Founder, EPlane & Mr Siddhartha Bagri, Co-founder, Pravaig Dynamics in conversation with
Mr Yashraj Bhardwaj, Co-Founder, Petonic Infotech

Special Address by Ms Sumita
Dawra, Special Secretary,

Department for Promotion of
Industry & Internal Trade, Ministry

of Commerce and Industry,
Government of India
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EMINENT SPEAKERS
The summit entailed a distinguished lineup of panellists and speakers from the government and corporates including
Smt. Smriti Zubin Irani, Hon'ble Minister of Women and Child Development and also Minister of Minority Affairs,
General (Dr.) V.K. Singh, Hon'ble Minister of State for Road Transport & Highways and Civil Aviation, Dr. Jitendra
Singh, Hon'ble Minister of Science and Technology and Minister of State for the Prime Minister's Office, highlighted
the successful launch of Chandrayaan-3 as an encouraging push for space start-ups and entrepreneurs.

Other notable speakers included Prince Fahad bin Mansour Al Saud of Saudi Arabia, representing the Saudi G20 YEA
and serving as the chairman of Entrepreneurship Vision, who helmed an insightful session on the Future of
Entrepreneurship in the Changing World Order; Dr. Chintan Vaishnav, Managing Director, Atal Innovation Mission;
and Ms. Sumita Dawra, Special Secretary, Department for Promotion of Industry & Internal Trade, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, GoI.

H.R.H Prince Fahad Bin Mansour Bin Nasser Binabdulaziz Al Saud, President -Saudi G20 YEA & Chairman,
Entrepreneurship Vision & Ms Tommie Edwards, President -UK G20 YEA in conversation with Mr Shankar Vanavarayar,

Past National Chairman, Young Indians
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Mr. Amitabh Kant, India G20 Sherpa was part of the summit virtually. Gauranga Das Prabhu - a social welfare catalyst
and the lead of Govardhan Ecovillage project at Palghar, India inspired and enlightened the delegation with his words
of wisdom about "The Happy Entrepreneur". The panel included well known names from the journalism, education
and corporates sectors - Palki Sharma, Shreen Bhan, Dr. Sanjeev Chopda, Prof. Dishan Kamdar, Ghazal & Varun Alagh,
Paritosh Pathak, Ravichandran Purushothaman, Prof. Satya Chakravarthy, Tahani Abdullah M. Alkhayyal, Yara Ghouth.
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CURATED NETWORKING
A 120 minutes of curated networking workshop was designed to have a multifaceted impact, enriching delegates and
their businesses with opportunities, insights, and connections that can propel them towards success. A total business
exchange of INR 200 Crores / USD $25 Million was observed  at the summit through the one to one networking
sessions. The networking session was designed and led by Paritosh Pathak - an expert Networking Coach,
International Speaker, Author and Trainer.

The takeaways for the delegates was quite substantial not just in terms of the business outcomes but also in terms of
cross-cultural knowledge exchange, market identification, GTM strategies, M&As, mentorships, co-creation of
products and much more. Over 500 meetings happened in a span of 3 days  and several LOI’s were signed.
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23 EXPOINNOVFEST
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The festival served as a platform to showcase the
astounding achievements of Indian innovation,
marking a new era of growth and progress. With over
530 delegates from more than 24 countries in
attendance, it was a truly international gathering of
minds.

The festival featured a dazzling array of made-in-India
innovations that left the delegates in awe. From
Pravaig, the pioneering electric car company that got
an investment of Inr 100 Cr+, to ePlane's cutting-edge
eVTOL plane, Agnikul's groundbreaking 3d printed
rocket engine, and BotLabs' swarm drones, the
innovations on display exemplified India's growing
prowess in the field.

EyeROV's underwater vehicle, Swift's revolutionary
medicine robot, Saksham's smart plumbing system,
and Ace Robotics' industrial robotic arm were among
the standout innovations that captured the attention
and admiration of the global audience

In addition to showcasing Indian ingenuity, the festival also provided a platform for Invest Saudi and NEOM to present
their bold vision and ongoing progress, demonstrating the collaborative spirit of innovation that transcends borders.
Ministry of Minority Affairs, Ministry of Women and Child, Government of India, Smt. Smriti Zubin Irani invited one of
the innovations to join at the G20.

The Innovation Festival at InnovFest served as a powerful testament to the limitless potential of Indian innovation and
its openness to the world. It was a resounding invitation for global stakeholders to participate in and contribute to the
remarkable growth story unfolding in India.

We extend our deepest gratitude to all the participating companies, whose groundbreaking work continues to push
the boundaries of what is possible. Together, we are forging a future where innovation knows no bounds and where
India stands at the forefront of transformative change.
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The G20 Young Entrepreneurs’ Alliance Summit 2023, India organized a one of a kind, Startup Duel competition
inviting early stage startups from across the globe to participate in a battle for cash prize, funding opportunities and
network with stalwarts from the startup ecosystem. 

The Duel was scheduled at 10 AM on the second day of the Summit, i .e 15th July 2023. The Startups engaged with
each other in the presence of 530 delegates from 24 countries and the top 3 winners were chosen by the international
jury of experts.

STARTUP DUEL COMPETITION

The registration process started 3 months back and over 500+ startups inquired
and registered for the competition. A total of 40 startups were selected through a
stringent evaluation process with the following 8 parameters in the evaluation
framework.

Innovation and Uniqueness
Market Potential 
Business Model 
Team Strength

Execution & Traction 
Scalability & Growth Potential 
Financial Viability
Presentation and Pitch

Out of the 40 virtual pitches in the span of 1 week, 8 startups were selected and invited to be part of the on-stage duel.
Out of the 8 startups, top 3 were selected by the jury and audience and awarded a cash prize of US $50,000 along with
others perks and benefits. For the first position, it was a tie between Picnic Kiosk & Greensole and therefore both were
winners and the runner up was Spacefields.

In addition to the prize money and branding exposure, the startup founders also got the chance to engage in one-on-
one networking with a diverse group of delegates, such as entrepreneurs, investors, social innovators, and political
figures. This networking allows them to delve deeper into details and seek additional assistance, whether it be through
mentorship or financial backing.

The startups also caught eye of the investors who were part of the summit and all the 8 startups got into the first level of
discussions with the potential investors and VCs. One of the AgriTech startups also got their first pilot project in
collaboration with one of the investors. The effort was supported by partners - Startup India, LetsVenture, Zoho for
Startups and USPI Consulting.
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International Networking Meet-ups:  To provide platforms for young entrepreneurs from different countries to meet,
connect, and explore potential collaborations.
International Startup Competitions:  Bilateral startup competitions encourage young entrepreneurs to pitch their
innovative ideas and projects, providing exposure and potential funding opportunities.
Cross-Border Investments:  Young entrepreneurs may seek investment or funding from counterparts in other
countries to scale their ventures and explore new markets.
Joint Ventures:  Bilateral partnerships can lead to joint ventures, where young entrepreneurs from two countries
collaborate on a specific project or business endeavor.
Knowledge Sharing: Young entrepreneurs can share best practices in the host country and industry insights with
each other, fostering a culture of learning and innovation.

An International Bilateral was designed at the summit to expedite areas of mutual interest and collaboration between the
countries. The discussion was moderated by the Indian leadership and engaged 7 nations namely, Saudi Arabia, Italy,
Canada, Nepal, Thailand, Sri Lanka and Mexico .  

These interactions focused on fostering entrepreneurship, innovation, and business opportunities, allowing young
entrepreneurs to share ideas, exchange knowledge, and create partnerships across borders. The Bilateral engagements
between the countries can take various forms, such as:

www.g20yea-india.com

BILATERALS AT THE SUMMIT - 7 COUNTRIES
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The maiden Brightsparks Internship Program was conceptualised as part of the G20 YEA Summit 2023 at Delhi India
with a simple thought of involving those for whom the entire brainstorming at the summit was being done.

Involving the generation who shall witness and reap whatever strategy, collaboration and thought building
transpired at the 2023 summit.

The program saw an overwhelming response where young minds between the age of 13-17 years were asked to
submit their profile alongside a 1000 word essay on select topics relating to international diplomacy and social
issues of today.

BRIGHTSPARKS INTERNSHIP

A total of 34 interns were selected from across India and member
countries of the alliance. With an aim to enhance skills of the high
school students and enrich them with an international exposure, the
major topics covered were:

1. Research - Qualitative and quantitative
2. International dialogue and diplomacy
3. Networking and self appraisal
4. Negotiation and team building
5. Thought leadership

The highlight of the internship was an intensive project work which
spanned over 3 weeks where interns formed teams and researched
through public data which was therafter validated through dialogues
with delegates from 20+ countries participating in the G20 YEA summit.

Trained by scholars, soft skill  experts and entrepreneurs, interns delivered presentation on the 5 tracks of the
Summit. They attended speaker sessions by nation’s top ministers, bureaucrats, international industry leaders and
startup founders delivering an experience beyond text books. 

The interns participated in the official communique signing and handover ceremony which further helped them
understand how the International stage is set for collaboration amongst nations contributing World’s majority GDP.

Yi organising team had a great experience and took back some great compliments from the interns, their parents
and delegates who engaged with the interns.

The program encourages Young Indians as a group to organise more such internship with focus on value delivery to
all stakeholders and build a strong pool of future leaders.

By promoting the bilateral interactions, young entrepreneurs can leverage the energy and creativity of their youth to
drive economic growth, job creation, and innovation on a global level. These collaborations also contribute to building
stronger diplomatic ties and cultural understanding between nations.
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INTERNATIONAL BILATERALS - COUNTRY VISITS
3 months prior to the G20 YEA Summit India, the CII -  Young Indians international engagement teams took proactive
steps to build relationships and promote collaboration between the G20 and non-G20 countries. As a part of this, 10-
12 delegations went to other countries to showcase the vision and key takeaways of the summit and invited policy
makers, entrepreneurs and social changemakers to visit India for the summit. The delegation visited Saudi Arabia &
UAE, UK, South Africa and Mexico.
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Innovation, Digitization and Future of Work
Inclusion & Equal Opportunities
Sustainability, Climate & Energy

The G20 YEA communiqué was signed at the G20 Young Entrepreneurs’ Alliance Summit India 2023 at New Delhi, India
in the presence of the 530 delegation from G20 and invitee countries. The delegation was addressed by Mr. Amitabh
Kant - the second chief executive officer of NITI Aayog, a public policy think tank of the Government of India. The
communiqué was signed by the presidents of the G20 nations present at the event and digitally handed over to Mr.
Kant.

The communiqués signing marked a significant milestone in global cooperation and economic coordination amongst
the youth entrepreneurship leaders from the G20 countries. The summit brought together the world's young
entrepreneurs and policy makers to address pressing challenges and explore collaborative solutions.

The communiqué for 2023-24 highlighted issues around the following tracks:

www.g20yea-india.com

COMMUNIQUÉS SIGNING
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The presidents and sherpas also got an opportunity to meet the heirs of Vijayanagara empire of Hampi, Shri Krishna
Devaraya and his son, Prince Tirumala Venkata Devaraya  and discussed on the current state of the once glorious
empire Of Krishna Devaraya. 

LEADERSHIP
CII-Yi hosted the Presidents & Sherpas of G20 YEA to witness India's UNESCO World Heritage Site at Hampi from 16th to
18th July. The Evolve Back Kamalapura Palace, with its stone-paved boulevards, arched hallways and regal chambers,
takes one back in time to the glorious days of the 14th-century Vijayanagara Empire. 

ASSEMBLY
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Bengaluru-Mysuru - 25 Delegates Jaipur - 18 Delegates

Dehradun-Haridwar - 12 Delegates
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NAMASTE INDIA
Namaste India was a unique addition to the G20YEA Summit 2023 which was scheduled from the 16th - 18th of July
2023. Finalised cities for the programme were Bengaluru & Mysuru, Jaipur & Dehradun & Haridwar. As a part of this
program, we had received 63 expressions of interest.

We had hand-picked these cities to present diverse options across industries and geographies. Delegates met political
leaders, entrepreneurs, and social change makers in the city and enjoyed the local cuisine and explore the city's top
attractions - all with a squeeze of Indian hospitality.

PROGRAM
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In conclusion, the G20 Young Entrepreneurs' Summit 2023, India was an exceptional showcase of innovation,
collaboration, and growth in the presence of over 53 delegate from diverse set of backgrounds and nations. 

Together, we ignited a wave of positive change and progress, forging lasting connections that transcend borders. 

As we depart, let's carry the spirit of innovation and partnership forward, shaping a limitless future. Until the next G20
YEA Summit 2024 in Brazil,  let's continue to pioneer advancements that redefine industries worldwide.

HUM - Together We Are One
Let's Meet in Brazil | G20 YEA Summit 2024
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Official Organizers - G20 YEA Summit India, 2023

support@g20yea-india.com

+91-124-4014060-67 (Board)
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